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“The Best way to predict the Future is to create it”. There have been many cases when we
were asked: “Why Networking and not anything else?” Why should we make a career in
networking over every other technology out there? Industries around the world depend on
computer networking to keep employees allied and business flow. For this, they need people
who have the knowledge and are ready to take a risk in tracing and correcting faults.
Though networking isn’t for everyone but it has a wide range of opportunities all around the
world. Whether you are planning a career or considering a career change, here are 5 reasons
why you should choose networking technology as your career placement:

1) Abundant Opportunities: Networking is a growing domain. Currently, number of people
working and studying networking won’t match the demand. So if you choose this as your career
your learning curve will keep rising and that’s where the fun starts. In this way, you will be able
to prove yourself as a valuable asset in any form of business.
2) High Pay Even for Entry Level: With advancement in technology, the demand for
networking is increasing day by day. It’s is always smart to enter into the field where there are
strong growth prospects. Because of higher demand and because you put in training, you will
be rewarded as you reach at your first “real” job.
3) Freelance Opportunities: There are companies which require the services of networking
specialist, but they can’t afford to hire experts for full time. As a result, you can approach such
companies and earn it while you study or waiting for some big opportunity. This can also help
you increase your level of expertise.
4) Job Security: We have become so much dependent on technology that the businesses are
crippled with small breakdowns. Anyone can possibly step in for many positions but people with
networking technology knowledge have different skills which set them apart. Your education
and training prepare you specifically for these duties.
5) Universal Certification: Networking standards are universal. Your skills and certification are
universally recognised where your career takes you. Networkers Guru is a fastest growing
networking company who provides training in CISCO and Microsoft Networking Technology.
Networking can take you anywhere you want to go. People with the power of technology are
benefited everywhere. When you mention the networking skills and CISCO and MICROSOFT
certification in your resume, it will open the doors to opportunities.
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